Oxidative Stabilization of Dilute Ether Electrolytes via Anion Modification
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ABSTRACT: State-of-the-art lithium metal batteries typically rely on ether electrolytes with high salt concentration and/or fluorinated solvents to enable stable cycling. Their high manufacturing costs at scale have motivated us to consider dilute, nonfluorinated ether electrolytes. However, their poor oxidative stability has precluded their application in cells employing transition-metal oxide cathodes, which operate at >4 V vs Li/Li'. Herein, we present a possible route forward for the oxidative stabilization of these electrolytes, which enabled the reversible cycling of LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 at a cutoff of 4.4 V in electrolytes composed only of 1 M salt and 1,2-dimethoxyethane. Through computational and experimental material characterization, it was determined that this behavior was driven by a passivating interphase composed largely of perfluoro alkane species. This work provides a method for the oxidative stabilization of ether electrolytes with a low base materials cost.

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) are approaching their theoretical maximum energy density at the cell level, necessitating a shift from the commercially dominant graphite anode (372 mAh g\(^{-1}\)) to Li metal (3860 mAh g\(^{-1}\)).\(^1\) The typically employed electrolytes composed of carbonate solvents (e.g., ethylene carbonate, EC) have a tendency to undergo reductive decomposition, forming a solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI), which effectively protects the graphite anode from further parasitic reactions during repeated cycling.\(^2,3\) However, the same reactive electrolytes fail to stabilize Li metal due to the effectively infinite volume change associated with Li metal plating, which compromises the carbonate-derived SEI. Hence, carbonate-based electrolytes have a tendency to produce reduced Coulombic efficiency (CE), and dendritic growth during Li metal cycling which inevitably result in poor cycle life, and potential safety concerns due to cell shorting.\(^4\)

Ether solvents have a tendency to display substantially improved reductive stabilities when compared to carbonates, which have led to their application in emerging Li metal battery chemistries.\(^5,6\) However, the inherent reductive stability of ether solvents is not a result of a widened band gap, and instead is commensurate with a diminished oxidative stability. Functionally, it is well-documented that dilute ether electrolytes fail to support cathode chemistries at >4 V vs Li/Li'.\(^13,15\) This is particularly troublesome given that the commercially viable cathode chemistries capable of providing the highest cell-level energy densities lie within this voltage range.\(^1\) Increasing the salt concentration,\(^9,13\) and/or the introduction of fluorinated species,\(^8,10,12,15\) have been shown to extend the oxidative stability limit of ether electrolytes; however, the high cost of these components, relative to typical solvents, render this a suboptimal strategy.

The majority of state-of-the-art LMB electrolytes in the literature are formulated to provide optimal performance.\(^5,16\) While the upper limit of LMB performance, irrespective of cost, must be explored to achieve LMB commercialization, there is also the need to elucidate the performance limits of economically desirable systems. In this regard, strategies to improve the Li metal performance of dilute carbonate-based electrolytes through the addition of low-percentage electrolyte additives,\(^19\) 3-D hosts to facilitate uniform Li metal deposition,\(^20\) and Li metal electrode coatings\(^23,24\) have been demonstrated. However, extending the oxidative limits of low-cost ether systems is relatively under-addressed, which will be the focus of this work.
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Lithium bis(trifluoromethane sulfonyl)imide (TFSI) and trifluoromethanesulfonate (OTF) are common salts often paired with ether solvents, and have historically been applied in lithium−sulfur batteries, which typically do not exceed 3 V vs Li/Li+ during operation. However, ether electrolytes utilizing these salts are known to be incapable of operating above 4 V, which has limited use at dilute concentration. To examine the impact of anionic structure on these capabilities, we have chosen to examine lithium bis-(nonafluorobutane sulfonyl)imide (LiNFSI) and lithium nonafluorobutanesulfonate (LiNFS), which share the defining bis(CFxysulfonyl)imide and CFy sulfonate moieties with TFSI and OTF, respectively, but substitute the terminal CF3 groups with C4F9 chains (see Figures 1a and 1b). Note that despite the current relatively high cost of these long-chain salts, their synthesis route is essentially identical to their CF3 counterparts, which implies that the cost for their production would scale similarly given an increased market demand. These salts were employed in the common nonfluorinated ether solvent, DME at 1 M to maintain an ostensibly low raw materials cost, as discussed previously.

As an initial indication of oxidative stability, linear-scan voltammetry was conducted on blank Al current collectors in order to determine the onset voltage and kinetic severity of the oxidative decomposition. As shown in Figure 1c, the onset of oxidative decomposition was found to be ∼4.8 V vs Li/Li+ in 1 M LiTFSI DME, whereas 1 M LiNFSI DME was substantially extended to ∼5.3 V vs Li/Li+. This trend of improved stability with extended CF3 chain length was also maintained in the sulfonate moiety, where the oxidative onset of 1 M LiOTF DME decomposition was observed at ∼4.7 V, as opposed to >5.5 V in 1 M LiNFS (Figure 1d). In addition, the endowed stability of the long-chain anions was found to persist over extended time scales, where potentiostatic holds at 5.0 and 4.5 V vs Li/Li+ were found to produce progressive decomposition in 1 M LiTFSI and 1 M LiOTF DME, respectively, whereas the 1 M LiNFSI and 1 M LiNFS solutions produced negligible current responses under the same conditions as their CF3 terminated counterparts (see Figures 1e and 1f). Also note that these trends are maintained when the Al blocking electrode is swapped with stainless steel, which is known to be more susceptible to corrosion in ether electrolyte systems (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information).

To understand how the oxidative stability trends gleaned from LSV apply to >4 V composite cathodes, a NMC 811:Super P:poly(vinylidene fluoride) (PVDF) mass ratio of 80:10:10 was employed in half cells and cycled at a cutoff of 4.4 V. As shown in Figure 2, the C4F9 anion variants showed substantial improvements of the cyclability of the applied cathodes when compared to their CF3 counterparts. When considering the electrolytes containing sulfonylimide salts, the poor cycling of 1 M LiTFSI DME, which displayed 7.35 mAh g⁻¹ after 26 cycles before encountering runaway decomposition (Figure 2a) was improved to 146 and 126 mAh g⁻¹ after 50 and 100 cycles, respectively when replaced with LiNFSI (Figure 2b). On the other hand, 1 M LiOTF, which failed to produce a single reversible cycle (Figure 2c), was improved to 149 and 121 mAh g⁻¹ after 50 and 100 cycles, respectively, when replaced with LiNFS (Figure 2d). Also note that the first discharge capacity varies significantly, which may be a direct result of altered charge-transfer kinetics or CEI chemistry between systems. The cycling profiles are shown in
Figure 2e, where it is observed that the 1 M LiNFSI DME electrolyte offered a substantial improvement in both capacity retention and average Coulombic efficiency over all of the systems of interest.

When examining the voltage profiles of the aforementioned NMC 811 half cells, it is clear that the cause of reduced capacity is a progressive increase in total polarization (Figures 2a–d). We believe this behavior is due to continual parasitic decomposition of the electrolyte, particularly due to the strong correlation of the overpotential and Coulombic efficiency (CE), with average values of 83.3%, 96.0%, and 98.5% for LiTFSI, LiNFS, and LiNFSI, respectively, over the duration of cycling (Figure 2e). In addition, this progressive decomposition appears to be exacerbated when the conductive carbon content is reduced to 2% (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information), which indicates that the passivation at the NMC 811/electrolyte interphase dictates this behavior. Such decomposition is likely related to the coupled destabilization effect of anions on their local solvent environment, which will be further discussed below. Of note, the CF₃ radicals formed during TFSI, and likely OTF decomposition are known to be highly reactive and easily formed. We also find that these stability trends extend to the Li metal anode, where the LiNFSI DME electrolyte was found to be slightly improved to that of LiTFSI (see Figure S3a in the Supporting Information). However, it is noteworthy that, like TFSI, the LiNFSI electrolyte must be coupled with LiNO₃ in order to ensure stable Li metal cycling (Figure S3b in the Supporting Information).

The modification of each anion may result in either an intrinsic thermodynamic stabilization of the HOMO states found within the system, which defines the intrinsic oxidative stability, or the formation of a passivating CEI as a result of anion decomposition. Thermodynamic (i.e., intrinsic) stabilization of the electrolyte is typically induced through either the alteration of the ion solvation structure, or the intrinsic...
stabilization of the HOMO of each individual electrolyte component. Considering the former of these intrinsic stabilization mechanisms, there is relative consensus regarding the stabilizing effect of cation–anion pairs in solution.

To examine any change in these factors associated with anion modification, the solvation structures were explored via molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the 1 M solutions, as described in the Supporting Information and Table S1. The MD simulations are shown in Figure 3, where the solvation structures of each electrolyte are displayed through the Li⁺ radial distribution function averaged over 5 ns of production dynamics. When examining the effect of chain length on the preferred structure of the sulfonylimide anions, it is observed that the 1 M LiTFSI DME system heavily prefers a solvent coordinated electrolyte, where the average Li⁺ solvation shell was found to be Li⁺(DME)₃.₀(TFSI⁻)₀.₁ (Figure 3a). When the chain length was increased to NFSI, a small increase in probability of NFSI⁻ coordination was observed; however, it is crucial to note that its effect on average structure is relatively low, where an average structure of Li⁺(DME)₂.₇(NFSI⁻)₀.₂ was predicted (Figure 3b). This trend was found to be replicated by the sulfonate series, where the average structure of Li⁺(DME)₂.₀(OTF⁻)₁.₀ (Figure 3c), and Li⁺(DME)₁.₉(NFS⁻)₁.₃. Given that there is a negligible effect of anion CₓFᵧ group length on the solvation structure of the electrolyte, we believe that the thermodynamic stabilization of the system via this route is unlikely.

To address a possible intrinsic stabilization route for the electrochemical trends previously discussed, density functional theory (DFT) calculations were performed on electrolyte components of interest. Previous theoretical works have concluded that the oxidative stability of battery electrolytes is best assessed in cells containing anion/solvent pairs instead of individual components, because of the destabilizing effect of electronic interactions between them, which we have also applied here. As shown in Figures 4a–d, it was found that the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) was localized almost entirely to DME, regardless of the anion, despite the high stability of DME predicted by DFT optimization of single

Figure 3. Molecular dynamics simulations. Simulation snapshot and Li⁺ radial distribution functions of (a) 1 M LiTFSI DME, (b) 1 M LiNFSI DME, (c) 1 M LiOTF DME, and (d) 1 M LiNFS DME.

Figure 4. Density functional theory simulations of anion/DME pairs. Visualized HOMO orbitals of (a) TFSI⁻ + DME, (b) NFSI⁻ + DME, (c) OTF⁻ + DME, and (d) NFS⁻ + DME pairs. Also shown are (e) the HOMO energies of the systems of interest.
components in vacuum (see Table S2 in the Supporting Information).

These results indicate that, in the electrolytes of interest, DME would preferentially decompose at the interphase, likely involving deprotonation of the solvent. Such a phenomenon is typically considered to be a highly undesirable outcome, because of the possibility of gas generation, and therefore describes the progressive decomposition observed in half cell tests. It is important to note that this does not preclude anion decomposition induced by further interactions between generated radicals and/or an increased local concentration of anions due at the positively charged interphase. Although a modest stabilization effect was observed in conjunction with CxFy lengthening (Figure 4e), we reason by analogy that the 0.07 eV difference between NFS⁻ and OTF⁻ does not describe their vastly varied oxidative performance, nor does the DFT predicted OTF⁻ < TFSI⁻ < NFS⁻ < NFSI⁻ match the experimental trend (OTF⁻ < TFSI⁻ < NFS⁻ < NFSI⁻).

From MD and DFT simulations, we conclude that an intrinsic stabilization of the electrolyte via anion modification is unlikely. This instead implies that the oxidative stability produced by LiNFS and LiNFSI electrolytes is due to the formation of a passivating CEI, which is rarely observed in dilute electrolytes. To probe the formation of such an interphase, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was performed on NMC 811 cathodes cycled in 1 M LiTFSI DME and 1 M LiNFSI DME electrolytes were found to be 9.72% and 16.4% for F and 18.8% and 10.1% for O, respectively.

To investigate the speciation of the regions of interest, the C 1s, F 1s, and O 1s fitted spectra are presented in Figures 5b and 5c, as well as Figure S5b in the Supporting Information. Although the C−C, C−O, and C=O carbon species observed may be attributed to the PAN binder and/or conductive carbon additives within the composite electrode, note that both the CF₃−CF₂ and CF₂ species were identified in the interphase formed by 1 M LiNFSI DME. This implies that salt decomposition on the surface was primarily driven by the SO₂−N-SO₂ portion of the anion, C₄F₉ chains remaining intact on the surface. This decomposition route is also supported by HOMO visualization from DFT simulations of individual anions in vacuum (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). The full XPS spectra of these samples is shown in Figure S5a in the Supporting Information, where a number of trends are readily apparent between the NMC 811 electrodes cycled in 1 M LiTFSI DME and 1 M LiNFSI DME. Of note, it was observed that fluorine was significantly more prevalent in the NFSI-cycled system than that of TFSI, which is generally thought to be an advantageous feature of interphases. In addition, the oxygen content within the interphase was found to be substantially higher in the case of the TFSI-cycled electrode in a manner disproportionate to the sulfur content, indicating excessive decomposition of solvent, as previously predicted by DFT (Figure 4). The quantitative atomic prevalence trends are shown in Figure 5a, where the interphases formed by 1 M LiTFSI and 1 M LiNFSI DME electrolytes were found to be 9.72% and 16.4% for F and 18.8% and 10.1% for O, respectively.

To investigate the speciation of the regions of interest, the C 1s, F 1s, and O 1s fitted spectra are presented in Figures 5b and 5c, as well as Figure S5b in the Supporting Information. Although the C−C, C−O, and C=O carbon species observed may be attributed to the PAN binder and/or conductive carbon additives within the composite electrode, note that both the CF₃−CF₂ and CF₂ species were identified in the interphase formed by 1 M LiNFSI DME. This implies that salt decomposition on the surface was primarily driven by the SO₂−N-SO₂ portion of the anion, C₄F₉ chains remaining intact on the surface. This decomposition route is also supported by HOMO visualization from DFT simulations of individual anions in vacuum (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). The prevalence of these perfluoroalkane species within the CEI formed by 1 M LiNFSI DME was also supported by the F 1s spectra, which indicates that the F signal is dominated by C−F species, whereas the CEI formed in 1 M LiTFSI DME is more balanced between C−F and Li−F,
possibly due to the reactive nature of CF₃ radicals. Lastly, the O 1s spectra of both samples revealed a significantly increased prevalence of R=O-Li and C=O in the interphase formed by 1 M LiTFSI DME, which once again supports the solvent decomposition model proposed previously.

These results indicate that oxidative salt decomposition in the C₄F₉ anion electrolytes results in fluorinated interphases composed largely of fluoroalkanes, which results in passivation toward runaway solvent decomposition during cycling. Our previous results have indicated also that organic fluorine species are beneficial for high voltage cathode cycling, which may be due to the solvophobic nature of these groups, as previously proposed in a work employing perfluorinated compounds. This work suggests that perfluoralkyl moieties may be a beneficial feature of anions for electrolyte engineering purposes, which prompts further work in the synthesis of these compounds. In addition, lithium salts of increased fluorine length within the bis(CF₃ sulfonyl)imide and C₄F₉ sulfonate anion families, or revisiting fluoroalkyl phosphate salts may also be promising directions.

As a final confirmation of role of the fluorinated interphases in passivation toward solvent decomposition, cryogenic transmission electron microscopy (cryo-TEM) was performed on NMC 811 electrodes cycled 10 times in 1 M LiTFSI and LiNFSI, which reduce beam damages of the CEI at the liquid nitrogen temperature. As shown in Figure 5d, the CEI produced by 1 M LiTFSI DME was found to be significantly thicker than that produced by 1 M LiNFSI DME (Figure 5e). The thickness of these CEIs were measured quantitatively (see the Supporting Information), where it was found that the values exhibited a Gaussian-like distribution centered at ~5 and 13 nm for 1 M LiNFSI and 1 M LiTFSI DME samples, respectively (Figure 5f). The progressive growth of these interphases is likely the cause of the increased polarization during cycling (seeFigures 2a and 2b), where the LiNFSI interphase grows at a much slower rate. These results substantiate the CEI stabilization mechanism proposed previously, and they quantify an otherwise qualitative phenomenon.

In this work, we have demonstrated an improvement in oxidative stability of low-cost, dilute nonfluorinated ether electrolytes via anion modification. Specifically, by increasing the anion perfluoro chain length of LiTFSI and LiOTF (terminated by CF₃ groups) to LiNFSI and LiNFS (terminated by C₄F₉ groups), it was found that the oxidative stability could be improved such that NMC 811 cathodes could be reversibly cycled up to 4.4 V vs Li/Li⁺. Through MD and DFT calculations, it was determined that these anion modifications did not result in meaningful changes in the solvation structure, HOMO levels, or likely decomposition paths present in the electrolytes, thus rendering an intrinsic stabilization mechanism unlikely. Instead, the stabilization route was concluded to be a result of the fluorinated CEI formed by these anions. This work provides a potential route forward for the application low-cost ether electrolytes in Li metal batteries.
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